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Ilya Martchenko, Université de Fribourg

Problem No. 1 “Stearin engine”
A candle is balanced on a horizontal needle placed through it near its centre
of mass. When the candle is lit at both ends, it may start to oscillate.
Investigate the phenomenon. Maximize the output mechanical power of the
system.

Background reading


How to do the candle experiment, a video from Neistat brothers.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N15HECk9SGI



Стеариновый мотор // Том Тит. Научные развлечения. — М., Л.: Детиздат ЦК
ВЛКСМ, 1937



Burning a candle at both ends. In: David Featonby. What happens next? A
teaching strategy to get students of all ages talking. Science in School, Issue 7,
24-27 (Winter 2007),
http://www.scienceinschool.org/repository/docs/issue7_whathappens.pdf



Candle Wax Motor, Savaplace. http://savasplace.com/equilibrium/



Опыт №8: «Парафиновый мотор» // Юлия Лайтнер. Занимательные опыты по
физике. http://festival.1september.ru/articles/524485/



Волшебные качели // http://lmagic.info, fan1990.
http://lmagic.info/volshebnie_kacheli.html



Discussion at Physics Forums.
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/index.php/t-249419.html

Key questions


Bifurcation state or butterfly effect when a small loss of symmetry causes large-scale oscillations?



What parameters of the candle may influence the effect (melting temperature, heat capacity,
heat conductivity, combustion heat, density of stearin? viscosity of molten stearin? diameters of
the pores, thickness of the thread, lengths of overhanging threads? linear dimensions of the
candle?) What is the role for each of them?



What is the role of the friction in needle and of the ambient conditions (such as air temperature?)



What torques and forces appear in the system when a certain number of stearin droplets take off
from the candle? Can we speak of a lag time between a drop drip and a visible acceleration?



Are the oscillations harmonic? A classical oscillator shows repeated transitions of its kinetic and
potential energies. Is that somehow relevant to the problem?



Besides making the stearin molten, what effects does the excessive combustion heat cause?



When exactly do stearin droplets take off from the candle? How many droplets take off within a
single period of oscillations? Do they fall down regularly? Is there a resonance effect?



How does the system evolve in time? What are the time dependences for candle’s mass and
moment of inertia, for the period and amplitude of oscillations?



Is it worth modeling the system numerically?



Finally, what parameters need to be tuned to maximize the mechanical power? Is it possible to
achieve a higher mechanical power for a given candle by only varying the initial overhanging
lengths of threads, best setting both ends on fire, reducing friction, or changing ambient
conditions?

Problem No. 2 “Coupled compasses”
Place a compass on a table. Place a similar compass next to the first one and
shake it gently to make the needle start oscillating. The original compass'
needle will start oscillating. Observe and explain the behavior of these
coupled oscillators.

Background reading


Joseph L. Snider. Simple demonstration of coupled oscillations. Am. J.
Phys., Vol. 56, No. 3, 200 (March 1988)



Yaakov Kraftmakher. Pendulums are magnetically coupled. Phys. Educ.,
43, 248-251 (2008)



Michael J. Moloney. Coupled oscillations in suspended magnets. Am. J.
Phys., 76, No. 2, 125-128 (February 2008),
http://newton.phys.uaic.ro/data/pdf/Oscilatii_cuplate.pdf



Magnetic field at different locations and times. National Geophisical Data
Center. http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomagmodels/IGRFWMM.jsp



Oscillations of two compass needles couple. Demonstrations of coupled
oscillations at Wesleyan University, University of Colorado,
http://www.wesleyan.edu/physics/demos/pirabib/3oandw/3A70.html,
http://physicslearning.colorado.edu/PIRA/PiraSubTOC.asp?STopic=3A70

Key questions


What interactions cause the original compass needle to oscillate? How to describe these
interactions quantitatively?



What parameters of needles are relevant? (magnetic moment? moment of inertia?)



What are the roles of friction force in suspension and air resistance? How fast the
oscillations decay and how would they look like at zero friction?



How does the magnetic field of the Earth influence the effect?



How to measure the magnetic field in the vicinity of the needles without influencing the
results?



What possible oscillatory modes may be observed? How to classify them? Is there a
possibility for interference beat?



Can we describe this system as an oscillator with feedback?



At what degree the oscillations of both needles may be reproduced, if the experiment is
repeated?



What is the role of background magnetic fields, such as from CRTs or speakers?



Is it reasonable to speak of an analogy between coupled compasses and two pendulums
connected with an elastic spring? Under what assumptions this analogy may be used?



Is it worth modeling the system numerically?

Problem No. 3 “Resonating modes”
Place a mobile phone inside a metallic container with a hole in it. Investigate
under what conditions the mobile phone starts to ring after calling it.

Background reading


Wikipedia: Field test mode. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_test_mode



Wikipedia: Timing advance. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timing_advance



Wikipedia: Received signal strength indication.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Received_signal_strength_indication



Wikipedia: Time division multiple access.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_division_multiple_access



Wikipedia: Telecommunications link.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_link



Frequency hopping on GSM networks. Steve Punter's Southern Ontario Cell Phone
Page. http://www.arcx.com/sites/FrequencyHopping.htm



CDMA vs TDMA. Steve Punter's Southern Ontario Cell Phone Page.
http://www.arcx.com/sites/CDMAvsTDMA.htm



Проект «Нетмонитор». http://www.netmonitor.ru



Paul Falstad. Java applet demonstrating standing electromagnetic waves in a 3D
rectangular box, or cavity resonator. http://www.falstad.com/embox/

Background reading


Standing waves in a rectangular box. In: William Cronk Elmore, Mark A.
Heald. Physics of waves (Courier Dover Publications, 1985), pp. 160-163



C. Y. Wu. Field distribution inside a box with aperture. A PhD thesis at
Syracuse Univ., NY (1977)



E. Lopez-Martin, J. C. Bregains, F. J. Jorge-Barreiro, J. L. Sebastian-Franco,
E. Moreno-Piquero, and F. Ares-Pena. An experimental set-up for
measurement of the power absorbed from 900 MHz GSM standing waves
by small animals, illustrated by application to picrotoxin-treated rats.
Progress in Electromagnetics Research-Pier. Vol. 86, 149-165 (2008)



Mitsuo Taguchi, Yuta Sanabe, and Yasushi Hamada. Numerical analysis
of electromagnetic field distribution in hollow metallic rectangular
parallelepiped with poof. Proc. 2007 Korea-Japan Microwave Conference,
pp. 29-32. http://naosite.lb.nagasakiu.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/10069/19205/1/KJMW%202007_29_TH02-2.pdf

Key questions


What parameters of the signal (besides intensity) determine if the phone will correctly decode the
transmission from the base station? What is RSSI, timeslot, frequency hopping?



How to record the signal parameters? What is Netmonitor/FieldTest? How to use it?



How to treat experimental results? Are they reproducible? Is it reasonable to speak of a probability
that the phone will or will not ring under given conditions? How to find the conditions under which the
phone rings only sometimes and is sensitive to slight changes of all relevant parameters?



Is that electric or magnetic field that is detected by antennas in common mobile phones? What is the
intensity of the signal emitted by the phone in comparison to the signal emitted by the base station?



What are the operating frequencies for common GSM or CDMA phones? What are the corresponding
wave lengths? Does a phone dynamically change operating frequency to ensure best data transfer?
Does the base station always provide the signal of uniform intensity?



How exactly does the container shield the field? What does a hole make? How does the radiation come
into the container through the hole? What happens in the area of poor or unstable coverage?



Is it possible to observe standing waves inside the container?



What would be the resonance frequencies for rectangular container? Is it worth modeling the
oscillatory modes numerically?



What changes when we alter the position and the spatial orientation of the cell phone inside the
container?



What parameters of the container may influence the results? (linear dimensions? thickness of the
walls? material?) What parameters of the hole may influence the results? (size? shape? position?)

Problem No. 4 “Ghostly images”
When a photo is taken with a flash, bright “disks” may appear as shown in
the picture. Investigate and explain the phenomenon.

Dusty underground salt mine, no flash
Exposure 1/8 sec; F-stop 2.8
Canon IXUS 850 IS
Wieliczka, Poland, August 10, 2008

Dusty underground salt mine, with flash
Exposure 1/60 sec; F-stop 2.8
Canon IXUS 850 IS
Wieliczka, Poland, August 10, 2008

Rainy and foggy city street, no flash
Exposure 1.00 sec; F-stop 3.5
Samsung Digimax i6
Stockholm, Sweden, January 25, 2009

Rainy and foggy city street, with flash
Exposure 1/45 sec; F-stop 3.5
Samsung Digimax i6
Stockholm, Sweden, January 25, 2009

Background reading


Gail Bjork. Dust halos. Digicamhelp. http://www.digicamhelp.com/takingphotos/lighting-techniques/dust/



Paul van Walree. Flashlight and ghosts. In: Depth of field. Toothwalker.
http://toothwalker.org/optics/dof.html



What are orbs? Rendlesham Forest incident. http://www.rendlesham-incident.co.uk/
orbs-are-just-dust.php



Maurice Townsend. Introduction to orbs. ASSAP.
http://www.assap.org/newsite/htmlfiles/Orbs%20centre.html



Maurice Townsend. Orbs - are they paranormal? ASSAP (2009).
http://www.assap.org/newsite/articles/Paranormal%20orbs.html



Maurice Townsend. A scientific case study: The orb zone theory. ASSAP (2007).
http://www.assap.org/newsite/articles/Orb%20Zone%20Theory.html



Forums for amateur photographers, http://photo.net/digital-camera-forum/00Etue,
http://photography-on-the.net/forum/showthread.php?t=514215,
http://macgroup.infopop.cc/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/8041031462/m/8121065792

Key questions


Rumors on this effect circulate on the web and in sensationalist media. What qualitative experiments
may directly prove the explanation you propose? Why not to take a long exposure shot with a
separate camera (shielded from your camera’s flash) to reveal illuminated particles before your
camera’s lens?



What parameters of the camera besides focal length, aperture and exposure may be controlled?
Would disks be more blurred for a camera with larger focal length? Would the shape of the aperture
influence on the shape of disks? Are the dust particles inside or outside of the depth of field range?



Would it be difficult to extract necessary parameters from EXIF data?



What parameters of particles themselves are relevant? (distance between the lens and the particles?
their size?) How do they influence on features of bright disks? What physical parameters may
quantitatively describe the properties of bright disks, such as sharpness, color intensity or shape?



Do the bright disks possess a fine structure? Is it possible to reveal on your photos the concentrical
rings or color spots? How can they be explained? May wave effects be responsible for such color
aberration and rings?



Bright spots are nice to study, but they do spoil a photograph? Is there a way to suppress this effect?



Is it possible to extract information on the room air conditions from a photograph? Dust particles
would not fly too far in a time of 1 or 2 seconds. What information may be extracted from a sequence
of shots?



Is it worth compiling a program to imitate bright spots images on computer? Would it be possible to
control the aperture’s diameter and shape, flash radiant intensity, linear dimensions of the system
and the spatial distribution of particles in your program?

Problem No. 5 “Stop a drip”
To prevent dripping from a bottle after pouring, it can be turned slightly.
Investigate the motion of the bottle for no drop to fall.

Background reading


Verser le vin / Dans: « Préposé au service des mets et boissons » (2003), p. 49,
http://www.cqrht.qc.ca/CQRHTWeb/fr/public/commun/normes/contenu/documents/FBS_ed2_H.pdf



Help me pour wine, question by Ricardo Vacapinta. Discussion at Metafilter.com (February 9, 2009),
http://ask.metafilter.com/113756/Help-me-pour-wine



Le savoir-vivre autour d'une grande table. Bollog, http://www.nikibar.com/tremplin-idees/trucscuisine/grande-table.html



Comment bien servir le vin ? (15 mai 2009). mamzelle.B. http://mamzelleb.overblog.com/article-29558415.html



Service du vin. Union de la somellerie française. http://www.sommelier-france.org/technique_eff.php



The slide technique - the wine expert, by Gary Vaynerchuk.
http://www.eatdrinkordie.com/videos/38df3cc273/the-slide-technique-the-wine-expert-from-garyvaynerchuk-the-wine-expert



Marcus Reiner. A tea-pot effect. Bulletin of the Res. Council of Israel, 2, 265-266 (Sept. 1952)



Marcus Reiner. The teapot effect. . . a problem. Phys. Today, 9, 16-20 (Sept. 1956)



Joseph B. Keller. Teapot effect. J. Appl. Phys., 28, 8, 859-864 (1957)



Jearl Walker. The troublesome teapot effect, or why a poured liquid clings to the container. The
Amateur Scientist. Scientific American, 251, 4, 144-152 (Oct. 1984)



A. Triboix and D. Marchal. Stability analysis of the mechanism of jet attachment to walls. Int. J. Heat
and Mass Transfer, 45, 2769-2775 (2002)

Background reading


Г. Майер. Липкая струя // Квант, №11, 1977,
http://kvant.mirror1.mccme.ru/1977/11/lipkaya_struya.htm



Video of the Coanda effect. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvLwqRCbGKY,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_-Eph9w6_A



I. Reba. Applications of the Coanda effect. Scientific American, 214, 84-92 (June 1966)



S. F. Kistler and L. E. Scriven. The teapot effect: Sheet-forming flows with deflection, wetting and
hysteresis. J. Fluid Mech. 263, 19 (1994)



Jean-Marc Vanden-Broeck and Joseph B. Keller. Pouring flows with separation. Phys. Fluids A 1, 156
(1989)



Jean-Marc Vanden-Broeck and Joseph B. Keller. Pouring flows. Phys. Fluids 29, 3958 (1986)



Edward J. Covington. The flow from the spout of a teapot. http://home.frognet.net/~ejcov/teapot.html



Professor spills secret of the dripping teapot. BBC, December 3, 1998.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/227572.stm



Sanat Shetty and Ramon L. Cerro. Spreading of a liquid point source over a complex surface. Ind. Eng.
Chem. Res., 37 (2), 626–635 (1998)



D. J. Long Benney. Waves on liquid films. J. Math. Phys., 45, 150 (1966)



Sanat A. Shetty and Ramon L. Cerro. Spreading of liquid point sources over inclined solid surfaces. Ind.
Eng. Chem. Res., 34, No. 11, 4078 (1995)



H. S. Kheshgi. The motion of viscous liquid films. PhD thesis at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis
(1984)

Key questions


How would a professional sommelier perform such a trick?



What energy does a droplet need to take off from the neck? On what parameters does this
energy depend? Are we really interested in increasing this energy?



What is the primary cause of the flow at the external surface of the neck? Is it due to surface
tension, adhesion or pressure difference at the neck due to Bernoulli principle? What part of the
neck the droplets typically take off from?



What points in the flow experience higher pressure due to Bernoulli effect and can this result in
turning the corner of the lip? What is the difference between the adhesion force of droplets to
wet and to dry bottle glass?



What is the role of the bottle material (glass, plastic?) and the shape of the lip?



What is the role of the properties of the liquid (viscosity? density? surface tension?)



What physical parameters of the bottle motion may influence the flow (angular speed? exact
trajectory?)



How to experimentally measure the motion of the bottle? How to measure rotational speeds
and accelerations with respect to different axes, as well as translational velocities and
accelerations?



Is it worth modeling the system numerically?



Are commercially available aluminum non-drip pourers relevant to the problem?



Above all, can you give clear practical advices for common wine, beer or coke bottles?

Problem No. 6 “Roundabout”
Put a plastic cup on a thin layer of liquid on a flat solid surface. Make the
cup rotate. On what parameters does the rotational deceleration of the cup
depend?

Background reading


Wikipedia: Couette flow. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Couette_flow



Hua-Shu Dou, Boo Cheong Khoo, and Khoon Seng Yeo. Flow transition in plane Couette
flow, arXiv:nlin/0501048v3 [nlin.CD]



K. D. Danov, R. Dimova, B. Pouligny. Viscous drag of a solid sphere straddling a
spherical or flat surface. Phys. Fluids, 12, 11, 2711-2722 (Nov. 2000)



S. Datta and N. Pandya. Axial symmetric rotation of a partially immersed body in a
liquid with a surfactant layer. Sadhana-Academy Proc. in Eng. Sci., 26, 353-362, Part 4
(Aug. 2001), http://www.ias.ac.in/sadhana/Pdf2001Aug/pe956.pdf



Dwight Barkley and Laurette S. Tuckerman. Stability analysis of perturbed plane
Couette flow. Phys. Fluids 11, 1187 (1999), arXiv:physics/0312048v1 [physics.flu-dyn]



A. M. J. Davis. The torque on a rotating body in a liquid with surfactant layer and its
relation to the virtual mass of a heaving body. Quaterly J. Mech. and App. Math., 33,
337 (1980)



A. D. Glinkin and V. A. Rukavishnikov. Laminar flow of a viscous incompressible liquid
over the surface of solids of revolution. J. Eng. Phys. Thermophys., 39, 1 (1980)



Uwe Ehrenstein, Masato Nagata, and François Rincon. Two-dimensional nonlinear plane
Poiseuille–Couette flow homotopy revisited. Phys. Fluids 20, 064103 (2008)

Background reading


Michael C. Wendl and Ramesh K. Agarwal. Viscous dissipation in finite thin-gap
Couette devices. J. Heat Transfer, 124, 200 (2002)



M. Nagata and H. Busse. Three-dimensional tertiary motions in a plane shear layer.
J. Fluid Mech. 135, 1 (1983)



R. Berker. Intégration des équations du mouvement d'un fluide visqueux
incompressible. In: Handbuch der Physik 8 (2), ed. by S. Flügge (Springer-Verlag,
1963)



François Rincon. On the existence of two-dimensional nonlinear steady states in
plane Couette flow. Phys. Fluids 19, 074105 (2007), arXiv:0706.1165v1
[physics.flu-dyn]



C. P. Caulfield. Buoyancy ﬂux bounds for surface-driven ﬂow. J. Fluid Mech., 536,
367–376 (2005)



A. Cherhabili and U. Ehrenstein. Spatially localized two-dimensional equilibrium
states in plane Couette flow. Eur. J. Mech. B/Fluids 14, 677 (1995)



M. Nagata. Three-dimensional finite-amplitude solutions in plane Couette flow:
Bifurcation from infinity. J. Fluid Mech. 217, 519 (1990)

Background reading


F. A. Milinazzo and P. G. Saffman. Finite amplitude steady waves in plane viscous shear
flows. J. Fluid Mech. 160, 281 (1985)



V. V. Faleev and N. V. Zavarzin. Heat- and mass-transfer problem for plane Couette
flow in the sublimation of a moving plate. J. Eng. Phys. and Thermophys. 46, 6 (1984)



U. Ehrenstein and W. Koch. Three-dimensional wavelike equilibrium states in plane
Poiseuille flow. J. Fluid Mech. 228, 111 (1991)



A. Cherhabili and U. Ehrenstein. Finite-amplitude equilibrium states in plane Couette
flow. J. Fluid Mech. 342, 159 (1997)



N. Tillmark and P. H. Alfredsson. Experiments on transition in plane Couette flow. J.
Fluid Mech. 235, 89 (1992)



H. L. Swinney and J. P. Gollub, Hydrodynamic instabilities and the transition to
turbulence (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1981)



P. J. Schmid and D. S. Henningson. Stability and transition in shear flows (SpringerVerlag, New York, 2000)



Michael C. Wendl. General solution for the Couette flow profile. Phys. Rev. E 60, 5,
6192-6194 (1999)



Marino Arroyo and Antonio DeSimone. Relaxation dynamics of fluid membranes. Phys.
Rev. E, 79, 3, 031915, Part 1 (March 2009)

Key questions


Is the cup in direct contact with the solid substrate? If not, why? (due to buoyancy
force? viscous, capillary forces?)



What parameters of the water layer influence the deceleration process? (viscosity,
density, surface tension of water?)



What parameters of the cup influence the deceleration process? (mass, shape, surface
of the cup?)



What forces oppose the cup rotation? (capillary? viscous?) What are the energy losses
ad the rate of energy dissipation?



Would it be difficult to develop a theory for the time dependence of cup’s angle, angular
speed and acceleration, and including all relevant parameters as tunable variables? Is it
worth modeling the system numerically?



What are the flow lines for water under and around the cup? Can they be visualized in
experiments? Is the flow laminar or turbulent and what is the Reynolds number?



Can we classify the liquid flow under and around the cup as the Couette flow? What are
the shear rates and shear stresses for each point of the flow



Are the properties of rigid substrate relevant to the problem?



At what degree the motion of cup is reproducible?

Problem No. 7 “Skateboarder”
A skateboarder on a horizontal surface can accelerate from rest just by
moving the body, without touching external support. Investigate the
parameters that affect the motion of a skateboard propelled by this method.

A skateboard is quite complicated to
be described theoretically. What
simplest models may be employed?

Background reading


Wikipedia: Skateboarding. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skateboarding



Wikipedia: Skateboarding tricks. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skateboarding_tricks



Mont Hubbard. Human control of the skateboard. J. Biomechanics, 13, 745-754
(1980)



Mont Hubbard. Lateral dynamics and stability of the skateboard. J. of Applied
Mechanics, 46, 931-936 (1979)



Yu. G. Ispolov and B. A. Smolnikov. Skateboard dynamics. Comp. Meth. in Appl.
Mech. and Eng., 131, Issues 3-4, 327-333 (1 May 1996)



A. S. Kuleshov. Mathematical model of a skateboard with one degree of freedom.
Doklady Physics, 52, No. 5, 283-286 (May 2007)



A. S. Kuleshov. Nonlinear dynamics of a simplified skateboard model (P24). In: The
Engineering of Sport 7, Vol. 1 (eds Margaret Estivalet and Pierre Brisson, Springer
Paris, 2008.)



A. V. Kremnev and A. S. Kuleshov. Nonlinear dynamics of a simplified skateboard
model. Rus. J. Nonlin. Dyn., 4 (3), pp. 323-340 (2008)

Background reading


Ivan I. Kosenko and Alexander S. Kuleshov. Modelica implementation of the
skateboard dynamics. The Modelica Association, 727-274 (March 3-4, 2008). http://
www.modelica.org/events/modelica2008/Proceedings/sessions/session6d2.pdf



M. Wisse and A. L. Schwab. Skateboards, bicycles, and three-dimensional biped
walking machines: Velocity-dependent stability by means of lean-to-yaw coupling.
International Journal of Robotics Research, 24, Issue 6, 417-429 (June 2005)



A. S. Kuleshov. Nonlinear analysis of the skateboard dynamics. Proc. XXI Congress
of International Society of Biomechanics. http://www.tsbweb.org.tw/isb2007/isb2007-paper/ISB/0061.pdf



Edward C. Frederick, Jeremy J. Determan, Saunders N. Whittlesey, and Joseph
Hamill. Biomechanics of skateboarding: Kinetics of the Ollie. J. Applied
Biomechanics, 22, 33-40 (2006)



J. P. Ostrowski. The mechanics and control of undulatory robotic locomotion. PhD
thesis at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena (September 1995)



Recreational injury to older children (10-14 year olds). Hazard, Monash University,
No. 31 (June 1997), http://monash.edu.au/muarc/VISU/hazard/haz31.pdf

Key questions


What is the name of this trick and how exactly would an experienced skater
perform it? Can you try to perform this trick personally?



What are the principal structural elements of a skateboard? Is there a
suspension? What creates the major friction?



How to describe the conservation of momentum for the system?



Experimental results would be certainly slightly various for different skaters and
even for a certain skater in different experiments. How to approach the obtained
data statistically?



What parameters may be controlled and recorded during a live experiment?
(translational and angular velocities and accelerations? reaction from the
ground? friction coefficients?)



What is the efficiency of such a motion in terms of ratio between muscle power
and kinetic energy per unit time?



Above all, what is your conclusion on the problem?

Problem No. 8 “Air pocket”
A vertical air jet from a straw produces a cavity on a water surface. What
parameters determine the volume and depth of the cavity?

Background reading


R. D. Collins and H. Lubanska. The depression of liquid surfaces by gas jets. British Journal of
App. Phys., 5, 22-26 (1954)



W. E. Olmstead. Depression of an infinite liquid surface by an incompressible gas jet. J. Fluid
Mech., 19, 561 (1964)



G. Bouchet, E. Climent, and A. Maurel. Instability of a confined jet impinging on an water/air
free surface. Europhys. Let., 59, 6, 827-833 (Sept. 2002)



J. Berghman. Stability of a curved gas-liquid interface. Phys. Fluids, 16, 2, 188-192 (1973)



R. B. Banks and D. V. Chadrasekhara. Experimental investigation of the penetration of a highvelocity gas through a liquid surface. J. Fluid Mech., 15, Part 1, 13-34 (1963)



D. R. Miller. Static pressure distribution in the free turbulent jet. J. Fluid Mech., 3, 1 (1957)



P. D. Friedman and J. Katz. The flow and mixing mechanisms caused by the impingement of an
immiscible interface with a vertical jet. Phys. Fluids, 11, 9, 2598-2606 (Sept. 1999)



V. I. Galizdra, S. V. Mishchenko, D. M. Mordasov et al. Pneumatic methods for surface-tension
monitoring of liquids (review). Industrial laboratory, 63, 8, 475-480 (Aug. 1997)



J. Bergman. Stability of a gas-liquid interface and its relation to weld pool stability. Journ. of
Physics D - App. Phys., 5, 6, 1096 (1972)



R. S. Rosler and G. H. Stewart. Impingement of gas jets on liquid surfaces. J. Fluid Mech., 31,
163-174, P. 1 (1968)

Background reading


A.H. Fund. Surface-tension measurements of viscous liquids. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Analytical Edition, 8, 81 (1936)



P. M. Sforza. Mass, momentum, and energy-transport in turbulent free jets. Int. J. Heat and Mass
Transfer, 21, 371 (1978)



A. K. Bin. Behavior of liquid surface impinged by turbulent jets. AICHE Journ., 31, 8, 1397-1400
(1985)



J. Berghman. Theoretical investigation of interfacial stability of inviscid fluids in motion, considering
surface-tension. J. Fluid Mech., 54, 11, 129 (1972)



E. T. Turkdogan. Fluid dynamics of gas jets impinging on surface luquids. Chemical Engineering
Science, 21, 1133 (1966)



M. Ersson, A. Tilliander, L. Jonsson et al. A mathematical model of an impinging air jet on a water
surface. ISIJ Int., 48, 4, 377-384 (2008)



F. R. Cheslak. Cavities formed on liquid surfaces by impinging geseous jets. J. Fluid Mech., 36, 55
(1969)



H. Y. Hwang and G. A. Irons. A study of a gas jet impinging on a liquid surface. Int. Symp. on Oxygen
in Steelmaking, 43rd Ann. Conf. of Metallurgists of CIM (Hamilton, Canada, Aug. 22-25, 2004), pp.
219-232



A. Nordquist, N. Kumbhat, L. Jonsson, et al. The effect of nozzle diameter, lance height and flow rate
on penetration depth in a top-blown water model. Steel research international, 77, 2, 82-90 (Feb.
2006)

Background reading


T. Kumagai. Instability phenomena at bath surface induced by top lance gas injection. ISIJ Int., 41, 552
(2001)



M. P. Schwarz. Sloshing waves formed in gas-agitated baths. Chem. Eng. Sci., 45, 1765 (1990)



Y. K. Xie. Experimental studies of the bath oscillation during gas blowing into liquids. 1. Measurements
using a single nozzle. Steel Res., 63, 227 (1992)



M. Ersson, A. Tilliander, L. Jonsson et al. A mathematical model of an impinging air jet on a water
surface. ISIJ Int., 48, 4, 377-384 (2008)



E. B. Fagelaal, J. D. Hellums. Laminar gas jet impinging on an infinite liquid surface. Industrial and Eng.
Chemistry Fundamentals, 6, 4, 580 (1967)



Л. Прандтль ― О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика, т. первый. ― М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933



A. Nordquist, M. Iguchi, S. Yokoya], L. Jonsson, and P. Jonsson. A physical model study of swirl
phenomena in a top blown bath. Steel research international, 77, 4, 234-241 (Apr. 2006)



F. Qian, R. Mutharasan, and B. Farouk. Studies of interface deformations in single- and multi-layered
liquid baths due to an impinging gas jet. Metallurgical and materials transactions B - Progress
metallurgy and materials processing science, Vol. 27, 6, 911-920 (Dec. 1996)



P. D. Friedman, A. L. Winthrop, and J. Katz. Droplet formation and size distributions from an immiscible
interface impinged with a vertical negatively buoyant jet. Atomization and sprays, 11, 3, 269-290 (MayJune 2001)



S. E. Forrester and G. M. Evans. Computational modelling study of plane gas jet impinging onto a liquid
pool. Inter. Conf. on CFD in Mineral & Metal Processing and Power Generation (CSIRO, 1997),
http://www.cfd.com.au/cfd_conf97/papers/for042.pdf

Background reading


A. Chatterjee. Break-up of a liquid surface by an impinging gas jet. Journ. of the Iron and Steel
Inst., 210, 179 (1972)



U. S. Shrivastava, B. N. Mukhopadhyay, and S. L. Malhotra. Interaction of gas jets with liquid
surface - onset of splashing. Indian Journal of Technology, 14, 1, 13-17 (1976)



M. Evestedt and A. Medvedev. Model-based cavity shape estimation in a gas-liquid system with
nonunieform image sampling. Proc. 1st Int. Conf. on Computer Vision Theory and Applications
(Polytechn. Inst. Setubal, Business Sch., Setubal, Portugal, Feb. 25-28, 2006), Vol. 1, 365-370
(2006)



S. Beltaos. Impinging circular turbulent jets. Journal of the Hydraulics Division-ASCE, 100, 1313
(1974)



Thomas L. Labus. Gas jet impingement on liquid surfaces during weightlessness. NASA
Technical Note D-5720,
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19700011381_1970011381.pdf



Thomas L. Labus and John C. Aydelott. Gas-jet impingement normal to liquid surface. NASA
Techniacal Note D-6368,
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19700011381_1970011381.pdf



Л.Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. ― М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950



М. А. Лаврентьев, Б. В. Шабат. Проблемы гидродинамики и их математические модели.
― М.: Наука, 1973



G. Birkhoff. Jets wakes cavities (1957), p. 224

Key questions


How to describe the shape, the depth and other geometrical parameters of the cavity? If they are
not quite stable, can they be approached statistically?



It might be reasonable to photograph the cavity from different angles or with different exposures.
Where to place the camera and how to treat the obtained images or videos?



When we blow towards the water surface, we produce an air flow. How exactly does this air flow
develops in space and in time? What are the magnitudes of the Reynolds number? Is the flow
laminar or turbulent? Does the Reynolds number change with time? What are the flow lines and can
they be visualized? What do parameters of the straw determine?



What interactions between the air flow and the water cause the cavity and determine its
parameters? What forces most oppose the cavity formation? (viscous? capillary? gravitational?)



What geometrical parameters of the system are relevant? (diameter of the tube? distance between
the tube and the water? depth of the water layer?)



What physical parameters of water influences on the shape of cavity? (viscosity? density? surface
tension?) What dimensionless criteria may be relevant (Weber? Bond? Froude? Reynolds?)



How does the cavity evolve in time when air flow appears? How does it evolve in time when air flow
is “switched off”?



Is it possible to observe waves on the water surface? How do they propagate? What is their wave
length, amplitude and total energy? Are they capillary or gravitational?



What is the kinetic energy of the air flow in comparison to the energy needed to dynamically deform
the water surface?



Above all, what is your conclusion on the problem?

Problem No. 9 “Drying”
Investigate the drying process of a vertical wet paper sheet. How does the
boundary of drying move?

What is the role of pores in the
drying of paper? How does the
drying look like at microscale and
at macroscopic scale?

Background reading


Lei Xu, Simon Davies, Andrew B. Schofield, and David A. Weitz. Dynamics of drying
in 3D porous media. Phys. Rev. Let. 101, 094502 (2008), arXiv:0807.4757v1
[physics.flu-dyn]



Kaisa Bengtsson, Kathrine Segel, Henrietta Havsteen-Mikkelsen, and Tim Padfield.
The physics of drying cloth. (December 2004).
http://www.padfield.org/tim/cfys/wetstuff/wetstuff01.php



Kaisa Bengtsson, Kathrine Segel, and Henrietta Havsteen-Mikkelsen. How to dry
textile without over-drying. (December 2004).
http://www.padfield.org/tim/cfys/wetstuff/wetstuff.pdf



Reza Torabi and Mohammad Mehrafarin. Drying model for porous material based
on the dynamics of the evaporation front. arXiv:cond-mat/0409384v1 [condmat.stat-mech]



Hamza Chraibi and M. Prat, O. Chapuis. Influence of contact angle on slow
evaporation in two-dimensional porous media. Phys. Rev. E, 79, 026313 (2009),
arXiv:0903.1738v1 [cond-mat.soft]



Igor Mitkov, Daniel M. Tartakovsky, and C. Larrabee Winter. Dynamics of wetting
fronts in porous media. Phys. Rev. E, V. 58, No. 5, R5245-R5248, Rapid
Communications (1998), arXiv:patt-sol/9809004v1

Background reading


J. Bear. Dynamics of fluids in porous media (Dover Publications Inc., New York,
1972)



T. Metzger, E. Tsotsas, and M. Prat. Modern drying technology. (Wiley, New-York
2007)



Lee C. Lyman. Effects of boundary layer on drying porous material. Proceedings
Western Dry Kiln Clubs (1963),
http://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/jspui/bitstream/1957/5940/1/Effects_Boundary_ocr
.pdf



Don Kulasiri and Ian Woodhead. On modelling the drying of porous materials:
Analytical solutions to coupled partial differential equations governing heat and
moisture transfer. Math. Prob. in Eng., 3, 275–291 (2005),
http://www.emis.de/journals/HOA/MPE/ae9a.pdf



E. B. Hansen. On drying of laundry. SIAM J. App. Math., 52, 5, 1360-1369 (Oct.
1992)



M. Ilic. A class of moving boundary problems arising in drying processes. SIAM J.
App. Math., 52, 5, 1342-1359 (Oct. 1992)

Key questions


The boundary between the wet and the dry areas is not sharp. Is it possible to describe
the spatial distribution of paper “wetness”? What methods may be used for that (color
density measured with a software? attenuation of a light beam measured with a proper
sensor?)



How to define “the boundary of drying”? (a line that corresponds to a certain mass
density of water in the paper sheet?)



How does the total mass of water in a drying paper depend on time? Is it possible to
obtain this dependence experimentally?



What parameters of paper sheets are relevant? (average diameter, average length and
spatial geometry of pores? chemical properties of fibers? thickness of the sheets?) How
does each of them influence on the evolution of drying front?



What types of interactions between the macromolecular chains of paper and molecules
of water may influence the evaporation process? Are the water molecules absorbed
either adsorbed by the paper fibers?



What ambient physical conditions may influence on the drying process (humidity of the
air? temperature of the air?)



What changes, if in experiment we take an entirely wet sheet, a sheet slightly imbued
with water, or a sheet with a wet spot surrounded by dry paper?

Problem No. 10 “Optical tube”
Look down a cylindrical metal tube which is shiny on the inside. You will
notice dark and light bands. Investigate the phenomenon.

Background reading


D. K. Cohen and J. E. Potts. Light transmission through reflecting cylindrical tubes. Am. J.
Phys., 46, 727-728 (1978)



K. Vogel. Radiation characteristics of light beams transmitted through straight dielectric
tubes. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 56, 1222-1226 (1966)



Narinder S. Kapany. Fiber optics. In: Concepts of Classical Optics (ed. by John Strong,
San Francisco : W. H. Freeman; London: Bailey Bros. and Swinfern, 1958),
http://books.google.com/books?id=zLctshJn8g4C&dq



Yves Lion and Yvon Renotte. Interference of light by reflection on the inner walls of
cylindrical tubes. Eur. J. Phys., 47-52 (1992)



L. A. Marschall and E. B. Marschall. Reflections in a polished tube. Physics Teacher, 21,
105 (1983)



T. B. Greenslade, Jr. Multiple images in plane mirrors. Physics Teacher, 20, No. 1, 29-33
(January 1982)



Jearl Walker. The Amateur Scientist. Scientific American, 254, 120-125 (January 1986)



Alan J. DeWeerd and S. E. Hill. The dizzying depths of the cylindrical mirror. Physics
Teacher, 43, 90-92 (2005),
http://bulldog2.redlands.edu/facultyfolder/deweerd/research/cylindrical.pdf

Background reading


Alan J. DeWeerd and S. Eric Hill. Comment on “Anamorphic images,” by J. L. Hunt, B. G. Nickel,
and Christian Gigault. Am. J. Phys. 74, 1, 83-84 (2006),
http://bulldog2.redlands.edu/facultyfolder/deweerd/research/anamorphic.pdf



J. L. Hunt, B. G. Nickel, and Christian Gigault. Anamorphic images. Am. J. Phys. 68, 3, 232–237
(2000)



T. B. Greenslade, Jr. Adjustable angle mirrors. Am. J. Phys. 75, No. 4, 342 (April 2007)



C. D. Zafiratos and J. C. Groft. A black surface fabrication from specular reflectors. Physics
Teacher, 20, 316-317 (1982)



V. F. Weisskopf. How light interacts with matter. Scientific American, 219, 60-71, 272 (Sept.
1968)



V. V. Mayer. Can white be blacker than black? Quantum, 3, 23 (Sept.-Oct. 1992)



M. Gardner. Blacker than black. Physics Teacher, 31, 94 (1993)



J. Harris. Another way of making black. Physics Teacher, 262, 31 (1993)



W. G. Whitman, Household physics (Wiley, New York, 1939), pp. 278, 279



У. Брэгг. Мир света, мир звука. — М.: Наука, 1967. — Стр. 35—38



Cборник задач по общему курсу физики. Оптика. — М.: Наука, 1977. — Стр. 207, 208



С. Хейфец. Блеск в природе, или почему у кошки глаза светятся // Квант, №9, 1971,
http://kvant.mirror1.mccme.ru/1971/09/blesk_v_prirode_ili_pochemu_u.htm

Key questions


What is the cause of the effect? Is the explanation in the limits of
classical optics, or certain wave effects are relevant? Does the tube
behave as a concave cylindrical mirror? Is there a direct evidence to the
explanation you propose?



What is the minimum length of the tube to observe the effect?



What determines the angles under which we see the bands? What
possible patterns may be observed?



What parameters determine the visible pattern (radius, length of the
tube? position of the observer’s eye? positions, sizes and shapes of light
sources? material and smoothness of the surface?)



What materials of the tube besides glossy metals are suitable to observe
the effect? (glass?) Is the angle of total internal reflection relevant?



What is the Brewster’s angle and may the light polarization be relevant?
How to check possible polarization?

Problem No. 11 “Transformers”
The “simple transformer law” relates output voltage to input voltage and
turns ratio. Investigate the importance of frequency and other parameters in
determining the non-ideal behaviour of transformers.

Background reading


Wikipedia: Transformer. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer



Википедия: Трансформатор. http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Трансформатор



J. B. Calvert. Inside Transformers. (University of Denver, 2001),
http://mysite.du.edu/~jcalvert/tech/transfor.htm



J. W. Coltman. The transformer. Scientific American, 86–95 (Jan. 1988)



F. J. Uppenborn. History of the transformer (E. & F. N. Spon, London, 1889),
http://ia331428.us.archive.org/1/items/historyoftransfo00upperich/historyoftransfo00u
pperich.pdf



I. Gottlieb. Practical transformer handbook (Elsevier, 1998)



П. М. Тихомиров. Расчёт трансформаторов. Учебное пособие для вузов. — М.:
Энергия, 1976



Электромагнитные расчеты трансформаторов и реакторов. — М.: Энергия, 1981



А. В. Сапожников. Конструирование трансформаторов. — М.: Госэнергоиздат,
1959



M. G. Say. Alternating current machines (Halsted Press, 1984)



A. R. Daniels. Introduction to electrical machines (Macmillan, 1985)

Background reading


William Flanagan. Handbook of transformer design and applications (McGraw-Hill,
1993)



J. Harlow. Electric power transformer engineering (CRC Press, 2004)



S. V. Kulkarni and S.A. Khaparde. Transformer engineering: Design and practice (CRC
Press, 2004)



P. McLaren. Elementary electric power and machines (Ellis Horwood, 1984)



J. W. Lu, F. P. Dawson, and S. Yamada. Analysis of high-frequncy planar sandwich
transformers for switching converters. IEEE transactions on magnetics, 31, 6,
4235-4237, Part 2 (Nov. 1995)



J. W. Lu and F. P. Dawson. Analysis of eddy current distribution in high frequency
coaxial transformer with Faraday shield. IEEE transactions on magnetics, 42, 10,
3186-3188 (Oct. 2006)



Subhasis Nandi. A novel frequency domain based technique to detect transformer
inter-turn faults. IEEE IEMDC 2007: Proceedings of the International Electric Machines
and Drives Conference, Vols 1 and 2, 569-574 (2007)



D. James. A constant power rectifier for telecommunications using a novel variable
turns ratio transformer. Proc. INTELEC 97, 251-256 (1997)

Key questions


What actually is the “simple transformer law”, and under what assumptions it is derived
from the Faraday’s law of induction?



What are the frequency dependences for various energy losses in a real transformer,
e.g.,


heating of the iron core?



heating of the wires?



eddy currents in the core?



repeated magnetizing of the core?



Do the flux always pass through windings? What is leakage flux and leakage inductance?



What parameters may, in the end, influence on the output voltage (magnetic
permeability, heat conductivity, resistivity of the core’s material? volume and shape of
the core? active and reactive resistances of the windings? input voltage?)



What is the initial magnetizing current needed to produce the magnetic field in the core?
Is there a counter-EMF due to Lenz law? How does the field in the secondary circuit
influence on the field?



Can you check your theoretical approach on various types of transformers, e.g. of various
operating voltages, with different cores?) Is it worth modeling the system numerically?

Problem No. 12 “Hot ball”
Put a hot metal ball on parallel horizontal rails. The ball starts to move.
Investigate the phenomenon.

Background reading


В. М. Бродянский. Вечный двигатель — прежде и теперь. От утопии — к науке, от науки
— к утопии. — М.: Физматлит, 2001. — Стр. 231—232,
http://www.koob.ru.mastertest.ru/books/science/vechniy_dvigatel_prejde_teper.zip



A. И. Краснов. Возможен ли вечный двигатель? — М.: ГИТТЛ, 1956. — Стр. 45—46,
http://www.koob.ru.mastertest.ru/books/vozmojen_li_vechniy_dvigatel.rar



Самобеглый шарик // Свободная энергия (12 июля 2009 г.),
http://freeenergyengines.ru/vozmozhen-li-vechnyy-dvigatel/samobeglyy-sharik.html



Самобеглый шарик // Mechdesign.ru (18 фев. 2009 г.),
http://mechdesign.ru/projests/permobile/permobile/7-2.html



Discussion at Physics Forums (2008). http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?
t=269776



Discussion on conversion of heat gradient into energy at Physics Forums (2008).
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/index.php/t-231382.html



Wikipedia: Fourier’s law, heat conduction. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conduction_(heat)



Wikipedia: Thermal expansion. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_expansion



Wikipedia: Heat transfer. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer



Wikipedia: Heat engine classifications. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_engine_classifications



Wikipedia: Thermal efficiency. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_efficiency

Key questions


Above all, what is the cause of the motion? If you propose an explanation, does it look like a subject to
direct experimental proof or disproof? What experiments may help to directly validate or invalidate
your explanation?



People at forums are complaining that the ball doesn’t move regardless of the temperature difference.
What conditions and materials for rails and the ball are necessary to finally observe the effect?



What is the dependence of density on temperature for the rail’s metal? Can the metal rail be
deformed due to non-uniform heating? How fast does the rail conduct heat after being heated and
deformed in a certain point?



Is there a dependence of the ball’s speed on the temperature difference? ball’s or rails’ heat capacity?
thermal expansion coefficient? thermal conductivity? mass? surface properties?



Can we describe the system in general as a heat engine? Is the Carnot principle concerning the
temperature difference relevant here? What energy transitions take place?



How to measure experimentally the rail temperatures in different points? What measurement
techniques may work best? (thermocouples? IR sensors?)



How to describe the heat transfer from the ball to the rail? Is it possible to develop a theory based on
the Fourier’s law? Is it possible to model the shape of a deformed rail that was heated via heat
transfer from a body of a certain temperature distribution? Can a rail be heated due to radiation from
the ball?



What may determine the direction of the ball’s motion on rails? Is the motion reproducible? What
determines the direction of motion?

Problem No. 13 “Sand ripples”
Investigate how the formation of sand ripples under shallow water depends
on various parameters.

Background reading


M. A. Scherer, F. Melo, and M. Marder. Sand ripples in an oscillating annular sand–water cell.
Phys. Fluids, 11, No. 1 (Jan. 1999), http://chaos.utexas.edu/manuscripts/1067547160.pdf



A. Betat, C. A. Kruelle, V. Frette, and I. Rehberg. Long-time behavior of sand ripples induced by
water shear flow. Eur. Phys. J. E 8, 465–476 (2002)



G. Rousseaux, H. Caps, and J.-E. Wesfreid. Granular size segregation in underwater sand ripples.
Eur. Phys. J. E, 13, 213–219 (2004)



G. H. Darwin. On the formation of ripple-mark in sand. Proc. R. Soc. London, 36, 18 (1883)



G. K. Gilbert. Ripple-marks and cross-bedding. Geol. Soc. Am. Bull. 10, 135 (1899)



Jebbe J. van der Werf and Jan S. Ribberink. Sand ripples generated by regular oscillatory flow.
University of Twente. http://www.nck-web.org/downloads/Werf.UT.pdf



J. Kruithof and J. E. Wesfreid. Compaction process in underwater sand ripples in pulsed flow.
Marine and River Dune Dynamics (1-3 April 2008),
http://www.shom.fr/fr_page/fr_act_geo/abstract2008/d1_Kruithof_al.pdf



Paul S. Bell, Peter D. Thorne, and Jon J. Williams. Acoustic measurements of sand ripple profile
evolution under controlled wave conditions. http://nora.nerc.ac.uk/2606/1/Bell2.pdf



E. K. O. Hellen, J. Krug. Coarsening of sand ripples in mass transfer models with extinction.
arXiv:cond-mat/0203081v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 5 Mar 2002



Leonid Prigozhin. Nonlinear dynamics of aeolian sand ripples. arXiv:cond-mat/9807006v1 [condmat.soft] 1 Jul 1998

Background reading


B. T. Werner, P. K. Haff, R. P. Livi, and R. S. Anderson. Measurement of eolian sand ripple
cross-sectional shapes. Geology, 14, 743-745 (1986)



Liqiang Kang and Liejin Guo. Numerical simulation of aeolian sand ripples. Physics Letters A,
330, 3-4, 198-202 (20 September 2004)



R. A. Bagnold. The physics of blown sand and desert dunes (Methuen, London, 1941)



Л. Прандтль Гидромеханика. — М.: ИЛ, 1951



К. А. М. Кинг. Пляжи и берега. — М.: ИЛ, 1963



C. L. Strong, ed. The Amature Scientist, Scientific American, 219, 116 (Dec. 1968)



M. Morisawa. Streams: Their dynamics and morphology (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968), pp.
134-136



W. Bascom. Beaches. Scientific American, 203, 80 (Aug. 1960)



I. Wilson. Sand waves. New Scientist, 53, 634 (1972)



J. C. Harms. Hydraulic significance of some sand ripples. Geol. Soc. Am. Bul., 80, 363 (1969)



J. F. Kennedy. The mechanics of dunes and antidunes in erodible-bed channels. J. Fluid. Mech.,
16, 521 (1963)



A. J. Raudkivi. Bed flows in alluvial channels. J. Fluid Mech., 26, 507 (1966)



A. J. Reynolds. Waves on the erodible bed of an open channel. J. Fluid. Mech., 22, 113, (1965)



J. R. L. Allen. Asymmetrical ripple marks and the origin of cross-stratification. Nature, 194, 167
(1962)

Background reading


R. Buckley. The effect of sparse vegetation on the transport of dune sand by wind. Nature, 325,
426-428 (Jan. 1987)



B. B. Willetts, M. A. Rice, J. Hardisty, and R. J. S. Whitehouse. Effect of bedslope on desert sand
transport. Nature, 334, 302 (July 28, 1988)



И. В. Попов. Загадки речного русла. — Л.: Гидрометеоиздат, 1977



R. M. Garrels. A textbook of geology (Harper & Bros., New York, 1951), pp. 141, 142



J. S. Shelton. Geology illustrated (W.H. Freeman & Co., California, 1966), pp. 198



Л. Асламазов. Снежные заносы // Квант, №6, 1971,
http://kvant.mirror1.mccme.ru/1971/06/snezhnye_zanosy.htm



G. M. Hidy. The waves: The nature of sea motion (Van Nostrand, New York, 1971), pp. 18, 19,
119, 120



S. R. Hanna. The formation of longitudinal sand dunes by large helical eddies in the atmosphere.
J. Appl. Met., 8, 874 (1969)



W. J. H. King. Study of a dune belt. Geography J., 51, 16 (1918)



J. D. Hastings. Sand streets. Met. Mag., 100, 155 (1971)



I. Langmuir. Surface motion of water induced by wind. Science, 87, 119 (1938)



A. J. Fatter. The angle of windrows in the ocean. Tellus, 16, 363 (1964)



A. D. Craik. A wave-interaction model for the generation of windrows. J. Fluid. Mech., 41, 801
(1970)

Background reading


A. J. Failer and A. H. Woodcock. The spacing of windrows of sargassum in the Ocean. J. Marine
Res., 22, 22 (1964)



N. Kobayashi and O. S. Madsen. Formation of ripples in erodible channels. J. Geophys. Research,
90, C4, 7332-7340 (1985)



R. S. Anderson and P. K. Haff. Simulation of eolian saltation. Science, 241, 820-823 (Aug. 12,
1988)



B. Hallet. Spatial self-organization in geomorphology: From periodic bedforms and patterned
ground to scale-invariant topography. Earth-Science Rev., 29, No. 1-4, 57-75 (1990)



B. T. Werner. A steady-state model of wind-blown sand transport. J. Geology, 98, 1, 1-17 (Jan.
1990)



R. J. Kind. Mechanics of aeolian transport of snow and sand. J. Wind Eng. and Ind. Aerodyn., 36,
855-866 (1990)



S. B. Forrest and P. K. Haff. Mechanics of wind ripple stratigraphy. Science, 255, 1240-1243
(March 6, 1992)



R. S. Anderson and K. L. Bunas. Grain size segregation and startigraphy in aeolian ripples
modeled with a cellular automaton. Nature, 365, 740-743 (Oct. 21, 1993)



H. Nishimori and N. Ouchi. Formation of ripple patterns and dunes by windblown sand. Phys.
Rev. Letters, 71, 1, 197-200 (July 5, 1993)



I. K. McEwan. Bagnold’s kink: A physical feature of a wind velocity profile modified by blown
sand? Earth Surface Processes & Landforms, 18, 2, 145-156 (March 1993)

Background reading


R. B. Hoyle and A. W. Woods. Analytical model of propagating sand ripples. Phys. Rev. E, 56, 6,
6861-6868 (Dec. 1997)



A. Betat, V. Frette, and I. Rehberg. Sand ripples induced by water shear flow in an annular
channel. Phys. Rev. Letters, 83, 1, 88-91 (July 5, 1999)



D. A. Kurtze, J. A. Both, and D. C. Hong. Surface instability in windblown sand. Phys. Rev. E, 61, 6,
6750-6758 (June 2000)



J. L. Hansen, M. van Hecke, A. Haaning, C. Ellegaard, K. H. Andersen, T. Bohr, and T. Sams.
Instabilities in sand ripples. Nature, 410, 324 (March 15, 2001)



T.-D. Miao, Q.-S. Mu, and S.-Z. Wu. Computer simulation of aeolian sand ripples and dunes. Phys.
Letters A, 288, 16-22 (2001)



Q.-H. Zhang and T.-D. Miao. Aeolian sand ripples around plants. Phys. Rev. E, 67, 051304 (2003)



B. Andreotti. A two-species model of aeolian sand transport. J. Fluid Mech., 510, 47-70 (2004),
http://www.lps.ens.fr/recherche/formes/papers/TwoSpecies.pdf



H. Yizhaq, N. J. Balmforth, and A. Provenzale. Blown by wind: Nonlinear dynamics of aeolian sand
ripples. Physica D, 195, 207-228 (2004)



J. E. Bullard. Arid geomorphology. Progress in Phys. Geography, 29, 1, 93-103 (2005)



M. P. Almeida, J. S. Andrade, Jr., and H. J. Herrmann. Aeolian transport layer. Phys. Rev. Letters,
96, 018001 (Jan. 13, 2006)



Q.-H. Zhang and T-D. Miao. Surface waves in aeolian bedforms. Phys. Letters A, 372, 3429-3433
(2008)

Key questions


Above all, how the effect is explained?



Are the ripples stable? Do they drift or somehow evolve with
time?



What parameters of the water basin are relevant? (depth? wave
length and amplitude of gravitational waves on the surface?)



What parameters of sand are relevant? (density? particle shape?
average particle size?)



Is there a way to describe the 3D shape of “waves”? If the wave
pattern is not quite perfect, can it be approached statistically?



What is the maximum possible “amplitude” of the ripples?



What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem?

Problem No. 14 “Bouncing drop”
Investigate the motion of water droplets falling on a hydrophobic surface
(e.g. coated with soot or teflon.)

Background reading


Christophe Clanet (IRPHE, Marceille). Les gouttes d’eau lancées sur des surfaces hydrophobes
peuvent rebondir. Diffusion des savoires de l’ENS, 9 février 2005.
http://www.savoirs.ens.fr/diffusion/video/2005_02_09_clanet_adsl.zip



José Bico (Laboratoire de Physique et Mécanique des Milieux Hétérogènes, ESPCI.) Video of water
droplet boucing on a superhydrophobic surface. http://www.pmmh.espci.fr/~jbico/impact.mov
K. Okumura, F. Chevy, D. Richard, D. Quéré, and C. Clanet. Water spring: A model for bouncing drops.
Europhys. Let. 62, 237-243 (2003), https://www.irphe.univmrs.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/Europhysics62.pdf





Denis Richard, Christophe Clanet, and David Quéré. Surface phenomena: Contact time of a bouncing
drop. Nature 417, 811 (2002), https://www.irphe.univ-mrs.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/Nature-impact.pdf



Vance Bergeron and David Quéré. Water droplets make an impact. Physicsworld (May 1, 2001),
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/print/168



J. Bico, C. Marzolin and D. Quéré. Pearl drops. Europhys. Lett., 47, 220 (1999),
http://www.pmmh.espci.fr/~jbico/bico99.pdf



A. Frohn and N. Roth. Dynamics of Droplets (Springer Verlag, Berlin, 2000)



N. Mourougou-Candoni et al. Influence of dynamic surface tension on the spreading of surfactant
solution droplets impacting onto a low-surface-energy solid substrate. J. Colloid Interface Sci., 192,
129 (1997)



T. Onda et al. Super water-repellent fractal surfaces. Langmuir, 12, 2125 (1996)



D. Richard and D. Quéré. Bouncing water drops. Europhys. Lett., 50, 769 (2000),
http://www.iop.org/EJ/article/0295-5075/50/6/769/6122.html

Background reading


Z. Zhang and O. Basaran. Dynamic surface tension effects in impact of a drop with a solid surface J.
Colloid Interface Sci., 187, 166 (1997)



C. Clanet, C. Béguin, D. Richard, and D. Quéré. Maximal deformation of an impacting drop. J. Fluid
Mech. 517, 199 (2004), https://www.irphe.univ-mrs.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/JFM-impacts.pdf



Lei Xu, Wendy W. Zhang, and Sidney R. Nagel. Drop splashing on a dry smooth surface. Phys. Rev.
Letters 94, 184505 (2005), arXiv:physics/0501149v1 [physics.flu-dyn]



Peichun Tsai, Sergio Pacheco, Christophe Pirat, Leon Lefferts, and Detlef Lohse. Drop impact upon
micro- and nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces. arXiv:0901.4228v1 [physics.flu-dyn]



A. L. Biance, C. Clanet, and D. Quéré. First steps of spreading of a liquid droplet. Phys. Rev. E 69,
016301 (2004), https://www.irphe.univ-mrs.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/PRE16301.pdf



Y. Renardy, S. Popinet, L. Duchemin, M. Renardy, M. Clarke, S. Zaleski, C. Josserand, C. Clanet, D.
Richard, and D. Quéré. Pyramidal and toroidal water drops after impact. J. Fluid Mech. 484, 69-83
(2003), https://www.irphe.univ-mrs.fr/~clanet/PaperFile/JFM-impact.PDF



D. Quéré, J. Bico. and D. Richard. Le mouillage nul (ou presque). Bulletin de la Société Française de
Physique, 125, 8, (2000), http://www.pmmh.espci.fr/~jbico/SFP.pdf



N. Mourougou-Candoni, B. Prunet-Foch, F. Legay, and M. Vignes-Adler. Retraction phenomena of
surfactant solution drops upon impact on a solid substrate of low surface energy. Langmuir, 15 (19),
6563–6574 (1999)



Xiaoguang Zhanga and Osman A. Basaran. Dynamic surface tension effects in impact of a drop with a
solid surface. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science, Vol. 187, 1, 166-178 (1 March 1997)

Background reading


N. Mourougou-Candonia, B. Prunet-Focha, F. Legaya, M. Vignes-Adlera, and K. Wongb.
Influence of dynamic surface tension on the spreading of surfactant solution droplets
impacting onto a low-surface-energy solid substrate. Journal of Colloid and Interface Science,
Vol. 192, 1, 129-141 (1 August 1997)



Yong Chae Jung and Bharat Bhushan. Dynamic effects of bouncing water droplets on
superhydrophobic surfaces. Langmuir, 24 (12), 6262–6269 (2008)



Erica Kim. Drop impact on various Surfaces (New York University, 2005),
http://www.cims.nyu.edu/vigrenew/ug_research/EricaKim05.pdf



Bojan Đuričković and Kathleen Varland (University of Arizona, 2005). Between bouncing and
splashing: Water drops on a solid surface. http://math.arizona.edu/~bojan/papers/bounce.pdf



Cristina Gordon and Kelly Smith. (University of Arizona, 2006). Impact of Weber number on
the behavior of an impinging water droplet. http://math.arizona.edu/~ksmith/LAB2006.pdf



Martin Rein. Phenomena of liquid drop impact on solid and liquid surfaces. Fluid Dynamics
Research, 12 (2), 61–93 (August 1993)



R. Rioboo, M. Vou, A. Vaillant, and J. De Coninck. Drop impact on porous superhydrophobic
polymer surfaces. Langmuir, 24 (24), 14074–14077 (2008)



P.-G. de Gennes, F. Brochard-Wyart, D. Quéré. Gouttes, bulles, perles et ondes (Paris, éd.
Belin, 2002)

Key questions


Unlike elastic balls falling on rigid surfaces, droplets do not bounce quite often. What
forces oppose the bouncing? (capillary? viscous? inertial? molecular adhesion?)



What properties of hydrophobic surface are distinctive? Is it smooth on the microscopic
level? Where to find or how to produce a very hydrophobic surface?



What transitions of energy take place during the bounce?



What is the dependence of the bounce altitude on the height from which the drop is
released?



What is the total contact time between the droplet and the substrate?



Can a bouncing drop produce secondary cumulative jets? What is the maximum height
that may be reached by droplets formed from cumulative jets?



The Weber number describes the ratio between gravitational and capillary forces acting
on a drop and may correspond to the shape of a drop and its chances to break apart. Is
that relevant to the problem?



It might be reasonable to take videos of the bouncing drops. What would be the
requirements for the image-capturing equipment?



Are any aerodynamic forces relevant to the problem? How significant is air resistance?

Problem No. 15 “Electro-oscillator”
A mass is hung from the middle of a horizontal wire. When a current is
passed through the wire, the mass may start to oscillate. Describe and
explain this phenomenon.

Background reading


S. E. Nesis and A. A. Kul'gin. Experimental study of thermomechanical oscillations of a cylindrical heater
in an air medium with free convection. J. Eng. Phys. Thermophys., 37, No. 6, 1445 (Dec. 1979)



S. E. Nesis. Experimental study of temperature oscillations in a vibrating spiral heater. J. Eng. Phys.
Thermophys., 44, No. 2, 197 (Feb. 1983)



E. I. Nesis and S. E. Nesis. Thermomechanical and thermoacoustic self-excited oscillations. J. Eng. Phys.
Thermophys., 55, No. 4, 1178 (Oct. 1988)



S. E. Nesis and A. F. Shatalov. A new type of self-excited thermomechanical oscillations. J. Eng. Phys.
Thermophys., 60, No. 5, 623 (May 1991)



S. E. Nesis. Temperature oscillations and their interactions with oscillations of a different physical
nature. J. Eng. Phys. Thermophys., 71, No. 5, 807 (Sept. 1998)



D. I. Penner. Electromechanical model of resonator interaction. Doklady Physics, 227, 3, 596 (1976)



D. I. Penner. D. B. Duboshin, M. I. Kozakov et al. Asynchronic excitation of continuous oscillations.
Uspekhi Physics, 109, 2, 402 (1973)



D. I. Penner, Y. B. Duboshin, D. B. Duboshin et al. Oscillations with self-adjusting time of interaction.
Doklady Physics, 204, 5, 1065 (1972)



E. I. Nesis and S. E. Nesis. Magnetotemperature waves in electrically conducting media. J. Eng. Phys.
Thermophys., 70, No. 2, 262 (March 1997)



Wikipedia: Heat transfer. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer



S. W. Churchill and H. H. Chu. Correlating equations for laminate and turbulent free convection from a
horizontal cylinder. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 18, 1049–1053 (1975)

Key questions


Many possible explanations may be proposed. What qualitative/quantitative experiments or theoretical
estimations may help to validate or invalidate each of them, e.g.,


drag force from the convective air flow?



mechanical stresses in the wire caused by non-uniform heating? (due to changes of resistivity? heat
conductance?)



repeated elongations and contractions of the wire due to the heat produced by electric current and
cooling in the air?



What heat is generated when current passes through the wire? How fast the wire is cooled in air flow? Is
the process time dependent? What changes if we use DC or AC?



How to measure and describe the amplitude and frequency of the oscillations?



What materials for the wire and applied voltages are required to observe the effect? At what conditions
the effect is stable and reproducible, and at what conditions is not? Can some smoke help in visualizing
the convective flow patterns as the wire is heated?



Can we describe the oscillations as parametric excitations, or oscillations with feedback? Is there a
possibility of parametric resonance? What is the resonant frequency of the mass on the wire? Where are
nodes and antinodes on the oscillating wire?



What physical parameters may be controlled in a certain experiment:


mechanical tension in the wire? resistivity, heat conductivity of the metal? length, diameter, linear
density of the wire?



applied voltage? temperature of the wire and ambient temperature?



mass, material, position of the load?

Problem No. 16 “Electromagnetic motor”
Attach a strong light magnet to the head of a steel screw. The screw can
now hang from the terminal of a battery. Completing the circuit by a sliding
contact on the magnet causes the screw to rotate. Investigate the
parameters that determine the angular velocity of the screw.

“You have one drywall screw, one
1.5 V alkaline cell, six inches of
plain copper wire, one small
neodymium disk magnet, and no
other tools or supplies. You have
30 seconds to make an electric
motor running in excess of ten
thousand RPM. Can you do it?
Surprisingly enough, you can.”
Oskay, the image author

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w2f6RD1hT6Q

Background reading


How to make the simplest electric motor, by Oskay. Evil Mad Scientist Laboratories.
http://www.evilmadscientist.com/article.php/HomopolarMotor



The development of the electric motor. Sparkmuseum. http://www.sparkmuseum.com/MOTORS.HTM



Feynman lectures on physics, Vol. II, Sect 3.10



Jorge Guala-Valverde, Pedro Mazzoni, Ricardo Achilles. The homopolar motor: A true relativistic
engine. Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, 10, 1052-1055 (2002)



R. J. Stephenson. Experiments with a unipolar generator and motor. Am. J. Phys. 5, 108-110 (1937)



D. R. Corson. Electromagnetic induction in moving systems. Am. J. Phys. 24, 126-130 (1956)



D. L. Webster. Relativity in moving circuits and magnets. Am. J. Phys. 29, 262-268 (1961)



Thomas D. Strickler. Variation of the homopolar motor. Am. J. Phys. 29, 635 (1961)



Thomas D. Strickler. Motional EMF's and the homopolar motor. Am. J. Phys. 32, 69, (1964).



A. K. Das Gupta. Unipolar machines, association of the magnetic field with the field-producing
magnet. Am. J. Phys. 31, 428-430 (1963)



J. Djurić. Spinning magnetic fields. J. Appl. Phys. 46, 2, 679 (1975)



A. Viviani and R. Viviani. Comment on “Spinning magnetic fields”. J. Appl. Phys. 48, 9, 3981 (1977)



D. L. Webster. Schiff's charges and currents in rotating matter. Am. J. Phys. 31, 590-597 (1963)



G. N. Pellegrini and Arthur R. Swift. Maxwell's equations in a rotating medium: Is there a problem?
Am. J. Phys. 63, 8, 694-705 (1995)



J. Fukai. Magnetic wheel unipolar machine. Am. J. Phys. 45, 1128 (1977)

Background reading


A. Serra-Valls and C. Gago-Bousquet. Conducting spiral as an acyclic or unipolar Machine. Am. J. Phys.
38, 1273 (1970)



Daniel F. Dempsey. The rotational analog for Faraday's magnetic induction law: Experiments. Am. J.
Phys. 59, 1008 (1991)



The Faraday Disk Dynamo as the original over-unity device. Archer Energy Systems, Inc.
http://www.stardrivedevice.com/over-unity.html



F. F. Mende. On refinement of certain laws of classical electrodynamics. pp. 2-8.
arXiv:physics/0402084v1



R. D. Eagleton and Martin N. Kaplan. The radial magnetic field homopolar motor. Am. J. Phys. 56, 9,
858-859 (1988)



D. F. Dempsey. The rotational analog for Faraday's magnetic induction law: Experiments. Am. J. Phys.
59, 1008-1011 (1991)



J. Guala Valverde and P. Mazzoni. The principle of relativity as applied to motional electromagnetic
induction. Am. J. Phys. 63, 3, 228-229 (1995)



R. E. Berg, C. O. Alley. The unipolar generator: A demonstration of special relativity.
http://www.physics.umd.edu/lecdem/outreach/QOTW/arch11/q218unipolar.pdf



Y. Liu. Re: How do you resolve the Faraday Disc paradox?
http://www.madsci.org/posts/archives/sep99/937493491.Ph.r.html



William J. Beaty. Untried homopolar generator experiments. http://www.amasci.com/freenrg/nmach.html

Key questions


Is your motor a real homopolar motor? Does it converge electricity into rotational
motion?



How to measure its angular speed and acceleration at start up?



What physical parameters determine the maximum angular speed (voltage of the
battery? internal resistance of the battery? magnetic field?)



How much energy is lost on sliding contact? (due to mechanical friction? due to
electric resistance?)



How much energy is lost due to resistance of the magnet?



What is the motor’s efficiency in comparison to common motors? What limits its
efficiency? (much energy wastes to overcoming friction? countercurrents?
heating?)



How stable is the rotation of the screw? What may destabilize it?



Can electric magnets replace the magnet that you use in experiments? What is
the dependence of the motor’s efficiency on the magnetic field?



What parameters of the screw itself may influence the efficiency (material?
roughness?)

Problem No. 17 “Corrugation”
After traffic has used an unpaved road for some time the surface of the road
gets a “wave” structure with a well defined wavelength. Investigate and
explain this phenomenon.

Background reading


Wikipedia: Washboarding. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washboarding



Keith B. Mather. Why do roads corrugate? Scientific American, Vol. 208, No. 1, 128-136, 172
(Jan. 1963)



Nicolas Taberlet, Stephen W. Morris, and Jim N. McElwaine. Washboard road: The dynamics of
granular ripples formed by rolling wheels. Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 068003 (2007),
arXiv:0711.3872v1 [nlin.PS]



Washboard road experiment movies. Stephen W. Morris’ page, University of Toronto.
http://www.physics.utoronto.ca/~nonlin/movies/movie_links/movies.html



Washboard road: The dynamics of granular ripples formed by rolling wheels. Nicolas
Taberlet’s page. Laboratoire de Physique, ENS Lyon, http://perso.enslyon.fr/nicolas.taberlet/washboard/



Julie J. Rehmeyer. Road bumps: Why dirt roads develop a washboard surface. Science News,
Vol. 172, No. 7, 102 (Aug. 18, 2007)



Douglas A. Kurtze, Daniel C. Hong, and Joseph A. Both. The genesis of washboard roads. Int. J.
Mod. Phys. B 15, No. 24, No. 25, 3344-3346 (2001)



Joseph A. Both, Daniel C. Hong, and Douglas A. Kurtze. Corrugation of roads. Physica A, 301,
545-559 (2001), arXiv:cond-mat/0011510v2 [cond-mat.stat-mech]



D. C. Mays and B. A. Faybishenko. Washboards in unpaved highwaves as a complex dynamic
system. Complexity, 5, 51 (2000)

Background reading


Stefanie R. Fishman. Ripples in the road. http://www.t2.unh.edu/summer99/pg3.html



Wie entstehen Waschbrettpisten? Pro-physik.de – das Physikportal, http://www.prophysik.de/Phy/leadArticle.do?laid=9516



Ken Skorseth. Preventing washboarding. Technology News, Center for Transportation Research
and Education, Iowa State University (August-September 1998),
http://www.usroads.com/journals/rmej/0006/rm000601.htm



Emmet Connolly. The enduring mystery of corrugated roads. blog.thoughtwax.com (Jan. 2008),
http://blog.thoughtwax.com/2008/01/the-enduring-mystery-of-corrugated-roads



Larry Gedney. Why do roads corrugate? Alaska Science Forum (August 1, 1983),
http://www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/ASF6/619.html



Ned Rozell. Removing the mystery from washboard roads. Alaska Science Forum (August 9,
2006), http://www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/ASF18/1815.html



T. Neil Davis. Washboard roads. Alaska Science Forum. (February 27, 1981),
http://www.gi.alaska.edu/ScienceForum/ASF4/472.html



Karl S. Kruszelnicki. Corrugated roads (ABC Science releases),
http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/homework/s95594.htm,
http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/homework/sound/95594.ram,
http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/trek/s315128.htm,
http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/trek/s315129.htm,
http://www.abc.net.au/science/k2/trek/s315126.htm

λ=?

Road between Hory and Šnitaŭka
Belarus, July 21, 2008
What is common and what is different between the washboard on a real road
and your experiments? Is the theory of similarity somehow relevant?

Key questions


Above all, what is the cause of the phenomenon? If you propose an explanation, does it look as a subject
to direct experimental proof or disproof? What qualitative or quantitative experiments may be held to
validate or invalidate your explanation?



Is the wheel always in contact with the road? Under what conditions it may take off?



Does the phenomenon appear with different granular materials (sand, snow, hard spheres…)?



What parameters of the wheel determine the shape of wave pattern an the “wavelength”? (mass?
radius? width? elasticity of the rubber? properties of the surface?)



Is there a possibility for resonance?



What parameters of the granular substrate determine the shape of wave pattern and the “wavelength”?
(density? particle shape? average particle size?) What type of mechanical response can the substrate
demonstrate? Does it have elastic properties?



Is there a way to describe the 3D shape of “waves”? If the wave pattern is not quite perfect, can it be
approached statistically?



How does the wave pattern evolve in time?



The ripples grow on initially almost plane road. What is the maximum possible amplitude of the ripples?



How to model such a phenomenon experimentally? Which of these approaches are simplest to
implement in practice? Is it difficult to assemble such devices?



What constitutes a similarity between an experimental model and a real corrugated road? What physical
parameters of such systems may be considered similar?



Above all, what is your conclusion on the effect?



What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem?

These problems have no solution?


“But, my dear fellows,” said Feodor Simeonovich, having deciphered
the handwriting. “This is Ben Beczalel's problem! Didn't Cagliostro
prove that it had no solution?”



“We know that it has no solution, too,” said Junta. “But we wish to
learn how to solve it.”



“How strangely you reason, Cristo… How can you look for a solution,
where it does not exist? It's some sort of nonsense.”



“Excuse me, Feodor, but it's you who are reasoning strangely. It's
nonsense to look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking
about how to deal with a problem that has no solution. This is a
question of profound principle…”
Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky

Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday.
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966)

To work towards results?


Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!



If you cannot solve the entire problem, decide what is really
necessary and solve a partial problem



If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better



Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of
scientific skepticism!

Requirements for a successful IYPT report


A novel research, not a survey or a compilation of known facts



A balance between experimental investigation and theoretical analysis



A comprehensible, logical and interesting presentation, not a detailed description of everythingyou-have-performed-and-thought-about



A clear understanding of the validity of your experiments, and how exactly you analyzed the
obtained data



A clear understanding of what your theory relies upon, and in limits it may be applied



Comparison of your theory with your experiments



Clear conclusions and clear answers to the raised questions



A clear understanding of what is your novel contribution, in comparison to previous studies



Solid knowledge of relevant physics



Proofread nice-looking slides



An unexpected trick, such as a demonstration in situ, will always be a plus

Feynman: to be self-confident?


“I’ve very often made mistakes in
my physics by thinking the theory
isn’t as good as it really is, thinking
that there are lots of complications
that are going to spoil it



― an attitude that anything can
happen, in spite of what you’re
pretty sure should happen.”

R.P. Feynman. Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman (Norton, New York, NY, 1985)
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